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Board of Directors

Susan Wilson, Co-President
Jane Yezzi, Co-President
Robin Ackerman
Carolyn Brook
Debbie Coley
Yvette Eenkema van Dijk
Sandy Filmer
Ron Hammer
Lynn Hamlen
Eliot Jacobs
Bob Johnston
Bob Lyons
Annette Madden-Kline
Harry McLachlin
Marcia Meinerth
Erica Merrill
Kristin Peck
Jane Pelley
Ellen Powis
Jackie Scott
Tamsin Sickinger
Barbara Thorne
Molly Watkins
Francis Janosco, Resident Director
Julie Parham, Resident Director
Vyvyan Burns, Program Director

Host Families

Shanti and Hari Avula
Carolyn and Rick Brook
Pat and Jeremy Cage
Denise and Jose Cara
Michelle and Joe DeRocco
Yvette & Pieter Eenkema van Dijk
Katie and Geoff Garfield
Jane and Scott Pelley
Ellen and Charles Powis

Students

Angelica Cortez (2013)
Bettina Arkhurst (2014)
Jocelyn Mendez (2014)
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Niamani Williams-Coles (2016)
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Angie is on her way!
"My best memory will always be the day
I got my first college acceptance and
how happy Fran and Julie were. I knew
they were proud of me and that was all
I could ask for!"   

As for Angie's host families, the Brooks and the Cages, "I would not
trade them in for the world. They have provided me with a loving
home away from home. I am going to miss spending time with them
regularly but there is no doubt in my mind that I will be back visiting
them soon."

These words not only capture the
successful culmination of Angie's four
years as an ABC scholar but express
all that ABC hopes it can be — a place
where our girls feel part of a family
as they work towards their goal of
acceptance to the college of their choosing.

Although Angie is still unsure about what her future career will be,
she has determined that in college she will major in Political Science
/ International Relations with a minor or concentration in Middle
Eastern Affairs. At this time, she has not yet decided which college
she will attend this fall, but according to Angie, "I do have some
pretty amazing choices, including Dickinson and George Washington
University"!

Angie left her home in Harlem at 14 to come to Darien. As one of
six girls in the ABC House and the only one at her grade level, Angie
demonstrated independence and confidence from the start. Over
the past four years she has excelled academically at DHS. Her
favorite extra-curricular activity has been as a volunteer at Personto-Person, where "I loved being able to give back to the community
and to help underprivileged families receive necessities."

And as she leaves Angie offers this advice: "I would like all the
younger ABC Scholars to know that they should take advantage of
all the opportunities ABC gives them. This truly is the experience of
a lifetime, so try to remember all the great things that happen here
and all the wonderful people that care so much about you and your
future."

It’s the butterflies!
After eight rewarding years, our Resident Directors Fran and Julie,
will be leaving the ABC House – for a house of their own. But we all
know it’s not about the house! As a noted naturalist once said, “It’s
not the book about butterflies, it’s the butterflies”.
Many a butterfly, 17 to be exact, have come to live with Fran and
Julie as ABC scholars, emerging as competent young women, in large
part due to the solid foundation of support Julie and Fran have provided.
Through the years they’ve been guided by this common sense approach:
“trust yourselves…trust the girls” and it has clearly worked!
Coming to ABC as young, married high school English teachers with
no children, they are candid about their expectations when they
started. According to Julie, “Francis thought there would be a lot
more ‘teachable moments’ – teaching life lessons, having book
clubs, watching and discussing foreign films, etc. The reality has
been more about running to the store at 10PM for milk, trying
to keep track of who’s going where when, watching Glee and
wondering whose sock ended up in our laundry.”
When asked how the experience has changed them, Julie replied, “I
have wished, my entire life, for more patience. This program has
granted me that wish”. As for Francis, his reply is characteristically
to the point, “more gray hair and loss of high-range frequency
hearing”. For both of them, they attest to having had “a richer,
fuller life, having shared it with so many wonderful people.”
And was there a credo that that guided them through challenging
times? Julie and Fran responded, “We have two: The first we
developed as our mission statement and the second we discovered to
be a fail-safe response to any crises:
1)

Our job is to provide a safe, caring environment that will allow
for academic success.

2) It’s Fran’s fault”!

Angie, we wish you good luck! You've made many people proud!

With a new young couple stepping up to fill their shoes this fall,
they have this to offer: “a long term memory is good, a short term
memory is better and a wicked sense of humor is best”.
Last question: do they still believe in the mission of ABC and does
Darien benefit from having this program operating within its
borders? Their response:
“As Nelson Mandela once
said, ‘Education is the
most powerful weapon
which you can use to
change the world’. This
is true for our scholars
and our community”.
Fran and Julie’s legacy is
simple to remember...
just look for the
butterflies.
Resident Directors Francis and Julie
with their 2 sons

Exciting Next Steps for
ABC House!
For 31 years, through the generosity of The First
Congregational Church of Darien, the house at 11 Brookside
has served us well. The ABC Board has decided to undertake
an exciting renovation of the property to enable us to
accommodate two scholars per grade at DHS and to give us
more living space. We will keep you posted as plans develop!
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Left to right: Mahoghany Dolberry, Jocelyn Mendez, Niamani Williams-Coles,
Danielle McIntosh, Merlyn Tejada, Bettina Arkhurst and Angelica Cortez
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Spend the summer on an eco-friendly Vespa!
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Buy a raffle ticket for the chance to win a brand new Vespa S-50,
tickets are $20 each. The winning ticket will be drawn at the
Post 53 Memorial Day Food Fair, Monday, May 27, 2013, 1:00pm.
More information can be found at www.ABCDarien.org. u
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ABC in Darien juniors Bettina Arkhurst and Jocelyn
Mendez were inducted into the National Honor Society this
year with 58 of their DHS peers. The NHS recognizes top
academic achievement, character, leadership and service.
Bettina was “delighted to be counted as a member of such
an elite society.” For Jocelyn, “Opening the acceptance
letter was one of the best feelings ever. It is great to
know that everything I worked for was acknowledged
with such an honor.” Congratulations on this exceptional
achievement!
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Bettina Arkhurst (left) and Jocelyn Mendez
are the latest ABC scholars to be inducted
into the National Honor Society.
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Left: Merlyn and host mom Denise Cara
Middle: Bettina running cross country
Right: Danielle and Yvette cross country skiing
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